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Brightness degradation in electroluminescent ZnS:Cu
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Abstract

Monte Carlo simulations using crystal chemical constraints have been used to elucidate the copper diffusion mechanisms
in copper-doped zinc sulfide. Relaxation around the ZnSuCu S interface allows facile copper diffusion, particularly in the22x

presence of substitutional oxygen or sulfur vacancies. Copper diffusion is responsible for the brightness degradation in this
electroluminescent material. Reducing sulfur vacancies and substitutional oxygen species are outlined as ways to reduce the
luminescence decay.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction have been written on the subject [1]. Although many
mechanisms are known and can be precisely

Many lighting sources suffer from diminishing modeled, it remains problematic to fashion a com-
intensity as they are used. Most of the reduction in plete understanding of a given system, especially one
luminescence is due to surface reactions, such as in which multiple phases are incorporated within a
coking, poisoning, or oxidation, and to internal single particle. One such fascinating system is
reaction and rearrangement within emitting particles. ZnS:Cu,Cl. Although its chemical formula is un-
To mitigate the former sources, one often uses assuming, commercial examples contain both the
barrier layers or vacuum systems to reduce gas–solid Wurtzite and Sphalerite forms of ZnS, as well as
diffusion. To reduce internal reactions, one must Cu S inclusions and perhaps even domains of en-x

understand the solid–solid diffusion in these materi- riched metallic and nonmetallic impurities. Optimi-
als and reduce the corresponding driving potentials. zation of its light output by manipulating its com-

Such a tremendous amount of information is position and physical properties continues [2,3].
known about diffusion in solids that even textbooks Microscopy has shown that the majority of the

luminescence from ZnS:Cu emanates near sharp
features, such as stacking faults [4] or Cu S inclu-x*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-215-619-5290; fax: 11-215-
sions [5–7]. Computer simulations on pure ZnS have619-1638.
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phase transition [8] and have suggested that zinc number of near neighbors, and w is a weighting
diffusion takes place by an interstitial mechanism factor related to the Pauling bond strength. Suitable
while sulfur diffusion occurs through vacancies [9]. bond valence parameters, R , are available in the0

We previously reported, however, that the elec- literature [17,18]. An excellent review of the bond
troluminescent aging mechanism in this system is valence technique [19] and some early work on
dominated by diffusion in and around the Cu S modeling defects in crystals [20] were provided byx

inclusions [10]. We report here on efforts to extend Brown.
these studies to include the dynamics around the For defective crystals, there is no unique solution
ZnSuCu S interface, using Monte Carlo tech- to these equations, so Monte Carlo sampling is used22x

niques. to minimize the deviations from these criteria. Spe-
cifically, we minimize the following:

2. Computational method FQ 5 exp

S D2 s OuV 2O v u 2OuV 2O v uMonte Carlo methods have been used in a variety 1 i ij new i ij old

of modeling strategies [11–14]. Generally this sto- G2 s O uloopu 2O uloopu . 1s d2 new oldchastic technique is applied to an energy minimiza-
tion function, but it has been used successfully to

where s and s weight the atomic valence and themodel ion distributions using crystal chemical rules 1 2

loop closure criteria. The exponential is compared to[15,16]. We recount some of the salient features of
a random number generated between 0 and 1 beforeusing bond valence criteria in the following.
acceptance to allow for a number of ‘bad’ configura-The primary ansatz of the bond valence method is
tions to be admitted. This allows the possibility ofthat an atom partitions its bonding power among
climbing from a metastable configuration to a moreindividual bonds, such that associated with each
stable one. At each step, an atom is either displacedbond distance, d, is a unique bond strength or
within a certain radius or displaced and exchangedvalence, v. The sum of the individual bond valences
with a neighbor. The technique enables, therefore,totals the atomic valence, V. As a consequence of the
both large-scale atomic segregation and short-rangeconnectivity of atoms within a crystal, certain rules
diffusion.evolve due to the complementary nature of the

˚Our calculations used a 0.03 A displacement, 60%cations and anions. These constraints can be ex-
probability of exchange, 5000 Monte Carlo steps,pressed in the following equations
and weighting factors appropriate for cubic crystals

R 2 d0,ij ij [21], s 520 and s 510. Atomic models were1 2F G]]]v 5 expij b generated within a 33333 supercell (about 4600
3˚Z Z A ) of eutactic (‘cubic closest packed’) sulfur atomsR 2 d0,ij ijF G]]] for variants of Cu S and a 43434 supercell (aboutV 5O v 5O exp 2i ij 3bj51 j51 ˚11 000 A ) for the two-phase case. The metal atoms

12n(n$2) ]were placed in all or of the tetrahedral sites for2R 2 d0,k,k11 k,k11k Cu S and ZnS, respectively. The models, therefore,F G]]]]]loop 5 O (21) w exp 5 0 2k bk51 include Cu S as a coherent precipitate within the2

ZnS matrix. The volume was allowed to vary, but the1
]]]w 5 shape was constrained to be a cube. For thek V Vk k11
] ]]1 Cu SuZnS interface, the space was divided equally22xZ Zk k11 between the two materials. Calculations on 700 atom

where V is the formal valence of an atom, v is the ensembles took about 10 h on a Pentium processor
individual bond valence, d is the bond distance, R is running at 150 MHz under a Microsoft FORTRAN0

an empirically derived parameter for each type of compiler. Some models included 10% vacancies or
bond ij, b is a universal constant set at 0.37, Z is the atomic substitutes (e.g., O for S) which were ran-
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domly generated. Contour plots were generated outlying long and short distances near defects. The
˚along [1–10], since this particular projection has means vary from 2.37 to 2.40 A.

more open space than its other high-symmetry It is our continuing thesis that regions of low bond
counterparts [10]. valence sums facilitate atomic diffusion in crystals.

In particular, regions where the bond valence sums
are near unity (shown in yellow in the figures) would

13. Results be likely routes for Cu diffusion. The bond valence
contours in stoichiometric Cu S and nonstoichiomet-2

We calculated the d(Cu–S) bond distances for ric Cu S are quite similar (see Fig. 1). The un-1.9

each model as a check on the Monte Carlo simula- satisfied sulfur atoms at the edges are artifacts of the
tions. It is satisfying that the median distance in all finite model constructed but bind tightly to the

˚models is 2.40–2.41 A which corresponds to the underlying Cu atoms, so the diffusion pathways are
1
]expected bond valence (strength) of . The mean slightly more hindered than in previous static calcu-4

values vary, since they are influenced greatly by lations [10].

Fig. 1. Bond valence sums of Cu viewed along [1T0]. The horizontal axis is x5y and the vertical one is z. a) Cu S, b) Cu S, c)2 1.9

Cu S O , d) Cu S . For c) and d) the oxygen atoms or vacancies are located at (2,0), (2,1), (1,2), and (1,3). Red, orange, yellow, pale2 1.9 0.1 2 0.9

green, green, and blue contours correspond to regions where the bond valence sums are 0, #0.5, #1.0, #1.5, #2.0, and .2.0 respectively.
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Some rather dramatic features are seen, however, towards other copper sites to increase their bonding
in the models of Cu S O and Cu S . Analo- complement. This results spatially in the opening of2 1.9 0.1 2 0.9

gous to the effects seen on sulfur atoms at the edge a large intrinsic defect which again should allow for
of the box, sulfur atoms adjacent to sulfur vacancies facile copper diffusion.
are displaced from their symmetric positions. Copper In a final pair of simulations, substitutional atoms,

?atoms near sulfur vacancies satisfy their bonding O and Cl , were placed along the Cu SuZnSS S 22x

requirements by forming stronger bonds to their interface (see Fig. 4). As seen in the static case, the
remaining sulfur partners. Larger diffusion pathways substitution of chlorine for sulfur has little effect on
are seen near the small oxygen atoms which may the bond valence sum contours. Oxygen substitution
substitute on sulfur sites. Sulfur sulfur repulsions for sulfur, however, opens up pathways for facile
hold the anion network open, so the oxygen atoms copper diffusion.
cannot collapse around the areas of low bond valence
sum.

Monte Carlo simulations on the interfacial 4. Discussion
Cu SuZnS structure suggest that copper diffusion is1 9

more facile in Cu S than it is in ZnS (see Fig. 2). Dynamic Monte Carlo simulations confirm that22x

There are fewer ‘blocked’ regions in the copper reducing the diffusion of copper species in ZnS:Cu is
region, and the benevolent regions near the sulfur a primary concern in mitigating brightness decay.
atoms are larger. Surprisingly the copper vacancies Certain chemical strategies arise from this analysis,
at (0.75, 1.25) and (1.25, 1.25) do not greatly affect and these strategies are aligned with experimental
the bond valence profiles. observations.

Since the many known copper sulfides vary pri- It has been suggested that the reduction of sulfur
?marily in their Cu:S ratio, we explored various vacancies, V is critical, since diffusion is enhancedS

stoichiometric variants. Fig. 3 shows the results of by their presence [9]. Sulfur atoms diffuse via these
?simulations starting with sulfur or copper vacancies V , but we have shown in the current simulations,S

?along the interface. Areas near sulfur vacancies show that the presence of V enhances the local diffusionS

features similar to those seen at the edge of the pathways for copper atoms as well (see Table 1). Not
atomic array. Copper is assumed to diffuse freely surprisingly, therefore, firing materials in excess
along these extrinsic defects. As seen in the Cu S sulfur has shown some improvement in brightness1.9

case, sulfur atoms near copper vacancies displace maintenance [22].

Fig. 2. Bond valence sums of Cu in Cu SuZnS viewed along [1T0]. The Cu S region contains abscissa values under 2; the remainder is22x 1.9

the ZnS region. The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Bond valence sums of Cu in Cu SuZnS viewed along [1T0] with a) copper vacancies at x5y51.75 and b) sulfur vacancies at1.9

x5y52. Again the copper region is on the left and the zinc region is on the right with the same contour coloring as used previously.

Fig. 4. Bond valence sums of Cu in Cu SuZnS viewed along [1T0] with a) oxygen substitution at x5y52 and b) chlorine substitution1.9

x5y52. Again the copper region is on the left and the zinc region is on the right with the same contour coloring as used previously.

?Doped zinc sulfide emits a blue-green light, and it simulations show little effect of Cl substitution onS

has been suggested that the blue emission is pre- copper diffusion.
?9 99dominantly due to proximal (Cu Cu ) pairs or V It has been difficult to understand the role ofZn i Zn

while the green emission originates from distant oxygen atoms in the brightness degradation in
? 9donor (Cl )-acceptor (Cu ) pairs [23–26]. The ZnS:Cu,Cl. Chemical analysis of these materialsS Zn

emission color would be expected to shift, if the confirms the presence of oxygen, while X-ray dif-
emitting species diffused at different rates. Since no fraction, sensitive to perhaps the percent level,
color change is observed, it is satisfying that the indicates oxygen is not present as zinc sulfate or zinc
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Table 1 [2] D.N. Huyen, A. Uemura, H. Ohnishi, Memoirs of the Faculty
Area of projections with favorable bond valence sums; smaller of Engineering, Ehime Univ. 17 (1998) 71.
numbers correspond to higher luminescence stability. [3] N.E. Brese, K.T. Reilly, US Pat. 5,643,496.

[4] J.L. Gillson Jr., F.J. Darnell, Phys. Rev. 125 (1962) 149.
Fig. Composition 0.1,o v ,1.2 0.5,o v ,1.0ij ij [5] A.G. Fischer, J. Electrochem. Soc. 109 (1962) 1043.
1a Cu S 27.1% 12.7% [6] A.G. Fischer, J. Electrochem. Soc. 110 (1963) 733.2

1b Cu S 27.6% 13.1% [7] Z.-C. Yang, J. Lumin. 27 (1982) 257.1.9

1c Cu S O 27.8% 14.4% [8] G.E. Engel, J. Phys.: Cond. Mater. 2 (1990) 6905.2 1.9 0.1

1d Cu S 30.9% 13.8% [9] K. Wright, R.A. Jackson, J. Mater. Chem. 5 (1995) 2037.2 0.9

[10] N.E. Brese, Z. Krist. 212 (1997) 179.
2 Cu SuZnS 33.4% 18.7% [11] R. Kirchheim, Acta Metall. 35 (1987) 271.1.9

3a Cu SuZnS, Cu vac. 32.4% 18.4% [12] O.A. Gueell, J.A. Holcombe, Anal. Chem. 62 (1990) 529A.1.9

3b Cu SuZnS, S vac. 38.1% 19.4% [13] K. Binder, Adv. Mater. 4 (1992) 540.1.9

4a Cu SuZnS, O subst. 33.6% 18.5% [14] P.H. Acioli, Theochem J. Mol. Struct. 394 (1997) 75.1.9

4b Cu SuZnS, Cl subst. 31.7% 18.2% [15] C.L. Rohrer, G.S. Rohrer, Chem. Mater. 6 (1994) 501.1.9

[16] C.L. Rohrer, G.S. Rohrer, in: P. Kumta, G.S. Rohrer, U.
Balachandran (Eds.), The Role of Ceramics in Advanced

oxide. We have shown that the local diffusion of Electrochemical Devices, Vol. 65, Ceram. Trans, Westerville,
OH, 1996, p. 195.copper is greatly enhanced near oxygen. Brightness

[17] N.E. Brese, M. O’Keeffe, Acta Crystallogr. 847 (1991) 192.maintenance enhancements could be expected, there-
[18] M. O’Keeffe, N.E. Brese, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 113 (1991)fore, if oxygen could be minimized. Examination of

3226.
published recipes [3] suggests several strategies, [19] I.D. Brown, Acta Crystalogr. 848 (1992) 553.
including the removal of oxygen-containing reactants [20] I.D. Brown, Solid State Ionics 31 (1988) 203–208.

[21] G.S. Rohrer, unpublished results, 1998.and the modification of the firing atmosphere.
[22] W. Lehmann, J. Electrochem. Soc. 133 (1966) 40.

¨[23] F.A. Kroger, J.E. Hellingman, N.W. Smit, Physica 15 (1949)
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